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As the dust settles on the supposed peace deal with Iran it emerges what a bad deal this is for the
West and what a dangerous position this places Israel in.
It is too long a document to be detailed here but there are a number of key elements –
No extra centrifuge activity, existing stock pile of 20% enriched uranium neutralised, work on the
heavy water reactor suspended. This lengthens the time it would take to produce nuclear weapons.
Further talks will take place in 6 months. This all leaves Iran in a position to build a bomb which
means that the main issue of stopping them is unaddressed!
Prior to the deal Iran was on the verge of economic collapse with high inflation, high unemployment
and negative growth, totally isolated and running out of cash as it was also fighting a Vietnam type
war in Syria. The situation was desperate.
Despite the West holding all the cards they have been let off with a deal which not only leaves their
capacity to build a bomb intact but has also lifted sanctions and given them access to their gold and
petrochemical exports. The value of this partial lifting of sanctions is estimated at 7 billion dollars but
experts suggest it will be 20 billion.
The deal also leaves Iran in a position to blackmail the West.
Speaking at the UN the Israeli Ambassador said, “Iranian president Rouhani is like the emperor with
no clothes decking himself as a moderate when Iran’s radicalism is clear to the naked eye. Rouhani
unlike his predecessor, who used hateful rhetoric about wiping Israel off the map, has a policy of
smile, lie, and yield minor concessions. He is perfect at saying one thing and doing another”. Rouhani
said, “Whilst we were talking to the Europeans in Tehran we were installing new equipment at our
nuclear facilities by erecting a calm environment and thus able to finish the work”. Mr Prosser went
on, “Iran is marching towards a bomb and only last week Mr. Rouhani said, “We will never give up
one iota of our centrifuges”. Mr Prosser continued, “Iran, Syria and Hezbollah are a trio of terror
obtaining the ABC of terrorism atomic, biological and chemical weapons so that they can murder
innocent men and women”.
In a brilliant analysis of the peace document, “World Saved? Hardly. More a final countdown to
nuclear blackmail and war”. Melanie Phillips points out the main deficiencies. “It is not designed to
stop the Iranian bomb, the Americans admit that the best case scenario is that the time to make a
bomb will be lengthened by a few months”. After the deal was signed the White House said Israel
had reason to be sceptical about Iran’s intentions. This can only mean they think Iran is lying and if
the White House says that, it follows that they too think the same. How could they agree to part lift
sanctions on a Jew hating regime”. She went on, “The closing words of ‘George Orwell’s Animal Farm’
come to mind. “The creatures outside look from pig to man and from man to pig and from pig to man
again, but already it was impossible to say which was which”. “President Ali Khomenai said, ‘Israel
are rabid dogs’”.
Thank God William Hague, Catherine Ashton, John Kerry and Hussain Obama will not be the ones to
decide Israel’s fate – God will.
How soon will the Ezekiel 39/39 war involving Iran among other Islamic nations take place. Surely
the Lord will come for His Church – very soon. As my friends in the Philippines say “Maranatha, He is
getting ready to come”. Praise God, Hallelujah. Lord hasten the day.
Philippines First to arrive with medical aid to the Philippines after the earthquake and typhoon were
Israel. 2 Boeing 747s loaded with 234 Israeli doctors, nurses and paramedics. They set up a state of
the art hospital in Taclogan city. Another plane was carrying rescue units and part of a consignment
of supplies (100 tons in all) along with personnel to do relief work. A maternity unit was also set up
and has delivered over 200 babies born to survivors. The Israeli medical delegation has restored the
eye sight of 4 residents in the Philippines who suffered from Pterygia. Many locals had this disease
and could not afford surgery. A local nurse who interpreted said, “It’s a miracle happening in front of
our eyes”.
Read Isaiah 42v6-7!
All this of course was not mentioned on any of our anti Semitic news channels.

David Ward The controversial Lib Dem MP who is well known for his attacks on Israel said this week,
“It’s a shame there isn’t a powerful well funded Board of Deputies for the Roma”.
The Lib Dem Chief Whip said it was not meant to disparage the Jewish board but intended as a
compliment. So as in the past no action will be taken. Believe it if you will!
British Airways A passenger on his way to Israel from London caused a fracas on the plane. He
was heard shouting, “I hate the Jews”. The plane was met by Israeli police after the plane was
diverted to a separate landing area and the Arab man was handed over to them.
Methodists A Methodist delegation is visiting Israel and the West Bank and the number of Jewish
people including a Rabbi are joining them. They hope to engage in dialogue ahead of a vote on a
resolution calling for a boycott on Israel.
Sheffield University Students have demanded the resignation of their Student Union Education
Officer for taking part in an anti Israel protest. A group led by Sam Roe interrupted a meeting at
which Israel’s Deputy Ambassador was speaking saying his presence contravened union policy in
support of Palestinians in Gaza.
West Bank and Gaza The rulers of Gaza, Hamas, are preparing to suppress political activists as
they fear that protests could seek to topple them as protesters have in Egypt. They fear that what
happened to President Morsi could happen to them.
Israel has shot several members of Al Qaeda who are now in the West Bank and Gaza and are
believed to be trying to stir up the same kind of trouble that has beset many Arab countries.
UK A group of British authors including John Le Carré and Ian McEwan are supporting 1,300
inhabitants of West Bank villages who are seeking to confront the Israeli army over the establishment
of a shooting range near Hebron. They are taking their case to court.
UN Palestinian negotiators at the peace talks have threatened to sue Israel through the UN if it
continues to expand settlements. John Kerry has asked them not to as it would bring an end to the
peace talks. Israel has stated, “Unilateral Palestinian appeals to the UN bodies will end the peace
talks”.
USA Naftali Bennett, leader of Israel’s ultra nationalist Jewish Home Party states that the rift with
America is growing. He said this prior to the Iran deal which of course has shown up John Kerry and
Mr Obama in their true light. One Israeli wrote, “Mr Obama has thrown us under a bus”.
I personally maintain my position that I believe Mr Obama is a closet Muslim.
Saudi Arabia Are denying reliable reports that they are prepared to give Israel access to their air
space for an attack on Iran. However it remains a fact that they are one of several Arab countries
who fear Iran gaining a nuclear device and are cutting back on cooperation with America for not
bombing Iran’s nuclear facilities and are now allowing them to continue their path to a bomb.
Overall the situation in relation to Israel indicates that with our Bible in hand we can see that things
are really heading up world wide. Israel is evermore isolated and will soon have hardly any friends –
except their one true friend, their unrecognised Messiah – Yeshua.
What a tragedy that we belong to a nation that has turned its back on God and thus Israel. Our
leaders – notably William Hague will surely have brought judgement on us – sooner or later.
Genesis 12v3

